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A Word from the 

Co-Directors 

Greetings from SPCC! It’s hard to believe that over a year has gone by since the pandemic 

began. I think we all thought it would be over in just a short time and none of us could im-

agine the difficulties of this year: sickness, deaths, lost jobs, financial problems, election up-

heaval, social isolation, racial tensions, fires, and to top it off, a terrible ice storm that did so 

much damage and left many of us without power and internet service. To say the least, we 

have weathered perhaps one of the Most difficult years of our lives. 

For us at Salem Pastoral Counseling, it brought so many changes in how we do business—

either telehealth or in-person with masks on. It also led to a huge increase in mental health 

needs, and we have, sadly, been having to turn away so many people because we are all so 

full. The good news about that, however, is that we have hired a wonderful therapist named 

Rex Glazner and you will learn more about him in this newsletter. 

We have tried to provide you articles on issues that many are struggling with—loneliness, 

anger, depression, and procrastination. The last article is one that we hope will encourage 

you spiritually entitled, “Ways We Can Find Hope and Courage in Seasons of Strife.” We 

hope that these will be helpful to you as we all continue to navigate these uncertain times. 

We had to postpone our annual Client Assistance Program (CAP) fundraiser due to the pan-

demic and are uncertain as to when we are going to be able to reschedule it. We hope you 

will consider a donation to our Client Assistance Program (CAP) as we continue to serve 

those who cannot afford counseling services. You will find Information in our newsletter on 

how to make a one-time donation or become a Sustaining Donor. 

 

 



Our prayer for you is that you may find assurance and peace during these difficult times. 

Please try and find ways to take care of yourself and to go and find someone who may need 

your helping hand. Please know that we are here to serve you and support you in any way 

possible. Easter is coming and with it the promise of hope and peace. We at SPCC are so 

blessed to have your support and thank you once again for your compassion and care of this 

great ministry. 

 

Blessings to you, 

Judy Tuttle Zollner 

George Olson 





Loneliness 

by Judy Tuttle Zollner 

 

Throughout history, for all ages, and for all classes of people, loneliness has been one of the 

most desolate emotions experienced by all persons. Physicians state that loneliness is the #1 

emotional problem facing our society and this has been exacerbated by the Covid-19 virus 

and the isolation that has taken place. For some, the feeling has been more agonizing than for 

others, yet all of us have experienced the pain.  

Being alone can be very positive, loneliness never is. Loneliness can entrap us when we are 

separated from special friends or at particular times of the year. Deep within all of us is a need 

for fellowship. Strong relationships stem from healthy self-esteem. Our sense of worth greatly 

impacts our sense of loneliness.  

We must live in a way which creates self-respect and love for ourselves in order to have 

healthy relationships. For a Christian, a relationship with God produces feelings of self esteem 

as we come to recognize God’s great love for us and desire for fellowship with us. As we de-

velop positive friendships with others, we recognize that life is to be shared and our need for 

fellowship is satisfied.  

Other ways to reduce our loneliness is to reach out to help others who are in need and to de-

velop our own spiritual life. There is a fable about a woman who was so bereft with grief over 

a misfortune in the family and went to the king saying, “How can I go on? What will I do?” He 

told her to go and find a house with no sorrow. The woman went from house to house and 

found herself hearing such sad tales, that she stayed awhile to help and comfort each family. 

This went on for months and years until her loneliness and sorry lessened, and she found a 

purpose in life.  

Making changes in your life can help alleviate loneliness but don’t be afraid to seek profes-

sional help if your loneliness or low self-esteem seem to be overwhelming you and preventing 

you from moving forward in your life. 



I like to do therapy with people, not to them. My therapeutic style is varied and integrated, and while I use a 

number of evidenced-based practices to provide treatment, such as Cognitive- Behavioral Therapy (CBT) and 

Trauma-Focused CBT, Collaborative Problem Solving (CPS) and Eco-systemic Structural Family Therapy, Col-

laborative Assessment and Management of Suicidality (CAMS), Motivational Interviewing, and Solution-

Focused Therapy, I like to provide an experience that is personal, engaging and informal. My role is to pro-

vide a safe, collaborative environment, to assist clients in identifying and changing thoughts and beliefs un-

derlying problem emotions and behavior, co-discover unhelpful relationship patterns, facilitate understand-

ing and recovery, and provide tools for positive coping. Prior to my work in mental health counseling, I was in 

full-time ministry for 6 years, and have over 23 year of experience as a mental health therapist. I have en-

joyed working with children, teens, families, couples and individual adults. I am experienced in addressing 

problems related to parenting, Autism Spectrum Disorder, AD/HD, anger, defiance, depression, anxiety, and 

trauma. I also have some experience working with cooccurring disorders where both mental health and ad-

diction issues are present. 

Meet Our New Staff 

Rex Glazner, MA, LPC 



Managing Our Anger 

by Judy Tuttle Zollner 

Domestic violence is an ever-increasing problem in today’s world. that does not begin to 

count the ones who did not report. Additionally, over 13 million children reported incidences 

of physical abuse last year. Half of the murders in America are between people who know 

each other. The problem begins with anger and people we are most likely to get angry with all 

those we love. 

 

Managing anger is critical to good mental health to maintain positive relationships and deal 

with the stress in our lives. There are several components to managing anger. First, recognize 

the physical changes in your body that take place as you begin to feel angry. Make a choice to 

“cool down“ by leaving the room, going for a walk, etc. Second, release anger appropriately – 

– don’t suppress it but express it. Withdrawing will only cause resentment and estrangement. 

Third, recognize that expressions of anger need to be done in a way that attacks the problem 

and not the person. Sharing feelings with “I Messages” is the healthy way to express anger. 

For example, “I feel really angry when you leave your clothes on the bathroom floor. I would 

appreciate it if you would begin to pick them up and put them where they belong,” is a good 

use of an I Message and is free of blame. 

 

Recognize and accept that you are responsible for your anger and the way you choose to ex-

press it. Fourth, be open to changing your perceptions— accept that you may be angry be-

cause of unrealistic expectations about life, relationships, etc. Take a hard look at the messag-

es you tell yourself, particularly negative self-talk and irrational beliefs. Recognize that anger is 

usually a secondary emotion to hurt or fear. Try to understand what your true feelings are 

that may lead to defensive anger. Repattern your mind – – the way you act is determined by 

the way you feel and the way you feel is determined largely by the way you think. Finally, if 

you feel inappropriate anger is a significant problem in your life, get professional help. 

 

Keeping balance in your life is very important and effectively managing stress on a daily basis 

will keep anger from reaching explosive levels. Make sure you eat three balanced meals, have 

a regular exercise program, develop your spiritual life, have quality friends with whom you 

can express your feelings, and include fun activities regularly. We can always choose to act in-

stead of to react. Remember that you have a will and you have a CHOICE! 











Forgiveness 

by Judy Tuttle Zollner 

Many of us know the pain of a hurt caused by others. It may have been an unintended slight 

or an intentional harmful act. We can find ourselves with memories and resentments over 

what happened. We may even be burning with anger and bitterness and may be over-

whelmed with hurt and pain. When we want to bring an end to our memories and move past 

the insult, we may not know that forgiveness is in order. But sometimes forgiveness is hard to 

achieve. How do we learn to forgive? 

 

First, we can recognize that forgiveness is an act before it is a feeling. We can practice the act 

of forgiving even when we may still feel the hurt. When we move actively to forgive, we are 

taking control of our feelings and experience and not simply waiting for the feeling to come to 

us. Second, forgiveness does not mean approval, nor does it mean forgetting what happened. 

It is a decision within us to move on into new relationships and activities, with new persons, in 

spite of what happened in the past. We don’t need to approve of someone or even love them 

to forgive. We don’t need to wait for them to change, to apologize, or for our anger to go 

away before we try to forgive. We decide within ourselves that what someone else did will no 

longer control on lives— what we do, feel, think, believe, etc. 

 

Several steps can help us forgive. Practice thoughts and words of forgiveness every day 

through prayer, meditation or writing. Focus in a repetitive way on forgiving specific hurts or 

events each day. Find someone to talk with regularly in a way that is positive and realistic 

about forgiveness. Find ways to ritualize forgiveness – – giving something away, fasting for a 

day, a daily “forgiveness prayer” each day at the same time, for one week. Finally, in the right 

setting and time, perhaps after consulting with a pastor or friend, it may be useful to confront 

the person who offended you. Do so carefully with a focus on your letting go, not on changing 

the other person. 

 

We don’t forgive someone for their sake or because they deserve it, we do it for our sake. 

Then we can be free of the hurt and pain. Forgiveness opens the pathway of reconciliation 

when possible and offers a way to move on. Forgiveness brings joy and inner peace. It takes 

courage, integrity, and faith to forgive, but it is the way to freedom. 



Ways We Can Find Hope and Courage in Seasons of Strife 

by Joel Ryan 

A little over a year ago, the first documented case of Covid-19 was reported by the CDC in the 

United States. How can we as Christians exemplify faith and peace when we are tired and 

tested by the storms of life? This is a question we must continue to ask God for help in man-

aging. But how can believers also find hope and the courage to persevere in a season of stress 

and unknowns that many feel might get worse? Here a few ways to hold on to hope and find 

courage in the days and weeks to come.  

 

1. Prioritize Gratitude and Worship over Fear 

 The apostle James wrote that the testing of our faith produces perseverance, and for 

this reason, we should find joy in the trials of life (James 1:2-4), but let’s be honest. Telling 

someone to rejoice when they’ve just lost a loved one to COVID or been laid off or evicted 

might not provide much comfort in the moment. Paul writes, however, that “blessed be the 

God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of mercies and God of all comfort, who 

comforts us in all our affliction so that we will be able to comfort those who are in any afflic-

tion with the comfort with which we ourselves are comforted by God.” (2 Corinthians 1:3-4) 

When our circumstances change and challenges arise that test our faith, God reminds us to 

look to Him for comfort and strength, praising Him in the good times and the bad. It’s not 

easy, but the prophet Habakkuk wrote that, “even if the fig tree does not blossom, and there 

is no fruit on the vines, if the yield of the olive fails, and the fields produce no food, even if 

the flock disappears from the fold, and there are no cattle in the stalls, yet I will triumph in 

the Lord, I will rejoice in the God of my salvation.” (Habakkuk 3:17-18) 

When we are able to thank God for all He has done and praise Him for His faithfulness, even 

in our struggles, God’s power and goodness help us live above our circumstances. Worship 

keeps our perspective on what God is doing, can do, and will do instead of us trying to control 

our situation or overcome our fear and sadness on our own. Worship and gratitude become 

like water and sunlight in our lives. They are the attitudes that allow hope to flourish and 

grow. 

2.   Make Time to Rest 

 In an era when we are constantly bombarded by non-stop news and political turmoil, 

even the most confident and discerning among us can become overwhelmed by all that is  



happening in the world. As Christians, we should never be uninformed or retreat from cultur-

al conversations or the world we are called to love, however, a mind constantly plugged into 

the anxiety of breaking news, trending topics, and politics will quickly lose perspective in the 

power and sovereignty of God. 

Whether it’s politics, COVID, finances, or the future that is the source of your anxiety, Jesus 

said, “seek first His kingdom and His righteousness, and all these things will be added to 

you. So do not worry about tomorrow; for tomorrow will take care of itself. Each day has 

enough trouble of its own.” (Matthew 6:33-34) Paul mirrored this idea when he wrote that 

“whatever is true, whatever is noble, whatever is right, whatever is pure, whatever is lovely, 

whatever is admirable—if anything is excellent or praiseworthy—think about such 

things.” (Philippians 4:8) 

But part of developing the peace and confidence to rise above even the craziest moments in 

life involves taking the time to rest and reconnect with God often. On several occasions, Jesus 

stepped away from His disciples to rest in the presence of the Father (Mark 1:35, Luke 

5:16, Matthew 14:13, Luke 22:39). It wasn’t a break from His ministry. Prayer and rest were 

an essential part of His ministry. And if Jesus took time to rest, how much more should we? 

(Matthew 11:28-30, Psalms 37:7, Psalms 46:10, Philippians 4:6-7, Genesis 2:2-3). 

We can’t be afraid to schedule breaks in our busy schedule to unplug from social media and 

our phones. Where do we actually find hope for tomorrow and joy for today? 

3. Be Generous and Compassionate Toward Others 

The Bible says that we are to, “rejoice with those who rejoice, and weep with those who 

weep” (Romans 12:15), and right now, that includes those who are sick as well as those who 

are discouraged, out of work, and unable to provide for their families because of extended 

lockdowns. God’s stance on helping others is clear. Paul wrote, “do not merely look out for 

your own personal interests, but also for the interests of others. Have this attitude in your-

selves which was also in Christ Jesus.” (Philippians 2:4-5) 

The apostle John also wrote, “if anyone has material possessions and sees a brother or sister 

in need but has no pity on them, how can the love of God be in that person?” (1 John 3:17). 

Christians should be generous in giving, both financially and spiritually, and sometimes that 

means speaking up for those in need. While we cannot always control the decisions made by 

those in authority, we can be the salt and light that preserves and uplifts our communities. 

 



As Paul wrote, “may the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace in believing, so that by the 

power of the Holy Spirit you may abound in hope.” (Romans 15:13) In Christ alone our hope 

is found, and in His presence, we find the courage to carry on. 
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